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Idea

 The phone(me)s have their stablest point in the middle, 
so let's store the transitions between two stable phoneme 
mid points (di-phone)

 Formants should be close to their default values
 Plosives are in the closure phase
 Exceptions: affricates, diphtongs, r...

 Each diphone needs to be modelled only once
 Duration, F0 and amplitude can be manipulated
 Allophonic variants may be considered separate diphones

- eg. nasalization, voiced/voiceless h, stress vs unstress

- Are long and short sounds identical?



Diphone database

 A full database contains number of phones ** 2
 25 phones: 625 diphones
 40 phones 1600 diphones
 Silence is considered a phone

 Not everything needs to be modelled
 Can be created from halves of other diphones  

(semi(di)phones)
 Rare diphones (eg. Due to phonotactic constraints)
 Typically transitions from one unvoiced plosive to another (at 

least in Finnish)



Creation

 Define the phonemes and diphones of the target 
language

 Create a sentence list and go to the studio...
 Carrier sentences vs separate words vs ....
 Real words vs nonsense words

 Segmentation, mark (di)phone undariesbo
 Automated vs manual

 (This suffices to make a diphone voice for a supported 
language in Festival framework)



Signal-level encoding of diphones

 Raw data

 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)

 Overlap-and-Add (OLA)
 TD-PSOLA (Time-domain Pitch synchronous)
 MBROLA (Multi-band resynthesis)

 ....



Case: Festival LPC

 Diphone is further split into pitch-period sized chunks

 Also voiceless area of data are split into similarily sized 
chunks

 The boundariies are called  pitch marks

 The boundaries usually lie in the (first and) highest 
positive peak of the waveform

 Created automatically, fixed by hand if neede



Pitchmark image using Wavesurfer with 
pmview plug-in 



F0 manipulations

 At least LPC ja OLA-based methods support this

 The waveform retains the shape dispate the number of 
samples changing

 Forces the speech into the shape required by the intonation 

model
 More samples → lower f0
 Less samples → higher f0

 (Manipulations based on resampling are sometimes used 
as well)



Changing the number of pitch periods

 Duration and f0 define the number of required pitch 
periods:

 Duration 80 ms, frequency 100Hz: 8 periods
 Dur 80ms, freq 125Hz: 10 periods

 The diphone stored in the database may contain too few 
or too many pitch periods

 Too few: repetition of periods
 Too many: removal of periods

 Problem: Which periods are used and which are not?



Generic solution: relative position

 In my formula below
 Pn is the required number of periods
 Pi is the index (nth) of period we are interesred in 
 Dn is the number of periods stored in the databse
 Di is the index of the period that will be retrieved from the 

database
 Kokonaisluku is interer in Finnish...



Problem: plosives

 The above formula may duplicate the release period(s):



Solution

 Closure part lies in the start (eg. Start of a t-a diphone) 
has very little but noise (echo etc)

 The release typically happens at the diphone midpoint 
(the phoneme boundary) 

 Get the  diphone mid periods exactly once and 
duplicate/remove silent periods from the closure 



Outcome: better synthesis



The |r| problem

 |r| phoneme is hardest to synthesize in Finnish

 I put the diphone/end to the middle of the trillI

 Typically it is good if the voice talent produced single-trill 
instances of the phoneme

 Adding/removing periods in or immediate neighborhood of 
the trill usually results in decline in quality



Traber (1995): SVOX

 Traber's dissertation has  more sophisticated solution
 Each diphone has been tagged for repeatitivenss
 Exactly once?
 Can this be deleted?
 Can this be duplicated?

 The current SVOX tts is no longer a diphone synthesizer
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